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Editorial on the Research Topic

Risk-benefit assessment of foods: Advances in public health

Introduction

Risk-Benefit Assessment (RBA) of Foods is briskly developing to support complex

public health decision-making processes related to nutritional, microbiological and

toxicological issues. With the intention to tackle public health matters with a

comprehensive and integrative approach, methodologies have evolved, and several

challenges were identified and must be overcome to facilitate the use of RBA (1–

4). The Research Topic on “Advances in Public Health with Risk-Benefit Assessment

of Foods” comprises seven articles including original research and reviews, providing

recent progress and perspectives in the field. More specifically, it integrates new RBA

case studies that make use of diverse health metrics; suggestions on methodological

developments to enhance clarity and transparency in the process; insight of integration

in a One Health strategy; and novel considerations of how RBA outcomes could

be communicated.

New RBA case studies

Two case studies were carried out to support dietary guidance related to patterns and

frequency of food consumption, in specified contexts for a given population (Fang et al.;

Vellinga et al.). All foods have a particular nutritional composition and can also contain

microbiological or chemical contaminants. Changing the pattern of consumption of a

particular food in a population will have a direct impact on the associated potential risks

and benefits for consumers in that population. In the cases studies described (Fang et al.;

Vellinga et al.), the aim was to study the nutritional and toxicological impacts of different

consumption scenarios of rice and seaweed in two different countries.
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Fang et al. carried out a RBA in China among male

population aged 40–79 years. Different frequencies of rice

consumption were compared to assess health effects related to

the intake of selenium (prostate cancer), cadmium (chronic

kidney disease) and inorganic arsenic (lung, bladder and skin

cancer). The impact was quantified in Disability-Adjusted-

Life-Years (DALYs), and the authors concluded that moving

from the current consumption of 71.5–105.4 g/day to 50 g/day

(scenario 1) or 200 g/day (scenario 2) will differentially affect

population sub-groups.

In the Netherlands and Portugal (Vellinga et al.), another

RBA was performed to study the potential substitution by

seaweed-derived products of 10% of regular foods, among which

pasta, bacon and rocket lettuce were selected by the authors

as appropriate candidates. The study focused on adults (>18

years old) and considered the exposure to nutrients (iodine

and sodium) and heavy metals (arsenic, cadmium, lead and

mercury). The main outputs considered for comparison of

scenarios were nutrient intakes and exposure to contaminants

induced through the substitution scenario and the respective

established health based guidance values (HBGVs). Authors

reported that the substitution under study may lead to an

increased iodine intake and arsenic exposure that would require

further investigation.

The selection of health-related metrics to compare intake

scenarios is an important step in the RBA process. The two case

studies included in this Research Topic highlight two possible

candidates, DALYs and HBGVs, and illustrate how to perform

an RBA using HBGVs based on exposure assessment (Vellinga

et al.) or a RBA using DALYs taking into consideration the

health impact that changes in exposure may induce (Fang et al.).

The latter provides a more replete comparison, but introduces

several sources of uncertainties due to the DALY calculation.

The choice of an appropriate strategy to perform a RBA should

rely on well-articulated scenarios and the selection of metrics

and models that would ensure a balance between data attributes

and limitations. Furthermore, it should address the problem in

such a manner that the decision-maker will be able to reach a

well-informed decision.

RBA methodological developments

The RBA methodology has been under development for

around 15 years; methods and data have substantially improved

and experience has accumulated during this last decade. This

trend is evidenced by two articles published in this Research

Topic (Boué et al.; Thomsen et al.). A key step in a RBA is to

select the health outcomes to be studied that are directly related

to a food component (nutrient, microbiological or toxicological

contaminants) or to the food itself. This selection has been

highly variable for instance in fish RBA (5).

In a RBA approach based on food components, the paper

by Boué et al. developed a strategy for selecting nutrients,

microbiological and toxicological contaminants. This involves

the development of a “long list” based on exhaustive search,

then a ranking established by a harmonized approach between

disciplines to agree on a “short list” and finally establish a “final

list” considering data availability and hence feasibility. This

structured approach improves the transparency and follow-up

of RBA studies as soon as new data become available.

The choice to use a component- or food-based approach

might influence the health impact quantified as illustrated by

Thomsen et al.. This comparative study focused on health effect

characterization and investigated the influence of considering

the association of a health effect with: a food component;

the food per se but not based on substitution analyses; and

the food based on specified substitution analyses. This choice

demonstrated to highly influence the health impact estimated for

two cases (replacement of white by brown rice or unprocessed

red meat by vegetables).

Both papers on RBA methodology included in this Topic

illustrate the benefit of an integrated approach, consisting of

identifying exhaustively, potential components associated with

food consumption as well as health outcomes linked directly

to the food. Particular attention must however be given to

ensure that health outcomes are not counted twice, through

components and foods, and that selections need to rely on high

quality evidence-based associations.

RBA in a One Health approach

From a broader perspective, RBA invites us to consider

complex food issues holistically, considering all potential health

impacts as its main objective is to support decision-making

process. However, human health cannot be considered as a

sole objective in a sustainable world where human, animal and

environment are closely interconnected. AOneHealth approach

is thus necessary as illustrated in the two reviews fromChen et al.

and Mantovani et al..

The assessment of feed additives by Mantovani et al.

reiterates, through three case studies, the importance of the

RBA question definition and the selection of appropriate

metrics of comparison as key challenges. In this particular area,

considering human and animal risks together with benefits is

a prerequisite, and the RBA framework needs to evolve to

consider both populations of interest as well as the related

environmental impact.

The review by Chen et al. focused on risks and benefits of

smallholder livestock production on child nutrition in low- and

middle- income countries and supports the need to integrate all

parameters considered in the decision process. These include the

impact of reducing child undernutrition, the increased exposure
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to pathogenic bacteria and benefits in terms of production,

income and women’s empowerment.

Communication in RBA

Finally, communicating the RBA outcome is of importance

not only to ensure an efficient implementation of mitigation

strategies based on results obtained, but also to design adequate

scenarios in the beginning of the process. The study by Boehm

et al. builds upon an RBA to evaluate the substitution of beef with

edible insects. It analyzed perceptions and attitudes to support

the definition of scenarios and suggests a communication

strategy depending on the obtained results. The inclusion of

social sciences and even the involvement of stakeholders in the

assessment process is increasingly necessary, particularly in the

One Health perspective.

Conclusions

RBA has shown a recent dynamic evolution, with now

more than 120 case studies already performed and two more

published in this Research Topic (Fang et al.; Vellinga et al.).

This evolution is not only reflecting an interest but also the

intellectual maturity and enhanced capacity to perform RBAs.

Methodological challenges however still need to be addressed,

notably with regards to the RBA question, the selection of

components to be considered and the development and use of

dose-response data (Boué et al.; Thomsen et al.).

In addition, in a One Health perspective, humans, animals

and the environment have close interrelations and can barely

be considered independently (Chen et al.; Mantovani et al.).

Thus, increasing interactions between assessors and managers

is necessary to design and evaluate fit for purpose mitigation

strategies and to promote healthy, safe and sustainable diets, a

key priority in public health.
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